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Glencoe's Algebra 1 and Algebra 2 balance sound skill and concept development with applications,

connections, problem solving, critical thinking, and technology. Whether your students are getting

ready for college or the workplace, this program gives them the skills they need for success.
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I came on  to order supplemental software for this text because my son is struggling.When I pulled

out his text and turned it over to get the isbn so I could look for text specific software, I noticed there

on the back of the text a website listed [...].So, I opened a new window to take a peek at the site not

expecting much.Wow! what a pleasant suprise the supplemental materials I was seeking is there is

FREE and is dowloadable on this publishers website.I am impressed. Thank you

Glencoe/MacMillan/McGraw-Hill.Thank You! What a moneysaver. :)

I have taught and tutored math since 1989 and this is one one of the best Algebra II books out

there. Clear examples, plenty of practice problems, presents a solid Algebra 2 curriculum, and has

very few--if any--mistakes. I highly recommend it.

Perfect for my student grand daughter who is just into algebra. Over 1000 pages of clear



instructions with illustrations and examples. Also has many pages in the back of the book with extra

practice with answers. I suggest getting one before they are gone from the market place because

schools are getting away from text books like these -- a shame because they are an invaluable

teaching aid.

This is a wonderful algebra book, presented in a way that someone who is interested in algebra can

work out the problems himself. Also, the real-world applications are very helpful. We have used the

Glencoe series for homeschooling, and we are very satisfied with the way the lessons are

presented,and by the examples given.

If this book is indicative of what most students use, I now understand why so many students

struggle with math. It takes a LOT of effort to distill the "lessons" in this book into useful information.

This book is very heavy on graphics and "integrated applications" to real life and very light on actual

math.

Good explanations and examples with a lot of problems to work for practice both in the lesson and

back of the book. Also this is the best math book I've had as far as definitions go. It gives you a lot

of Voc. words to remember but has a good glossary with concise definitions.

Our son signed up for an online summer course and just as he started the class, we realized the

book was an older version of the one we already had. We needed the book quickly and it arrived

even sooner than promised. The book was in good condition and the price was fantastic.

I am tutoring a couple of high school students who have this for their textbook. It is so helpful to

have a copy at home to review the topics before I meet with them. This was an affordable way to

have this resource available to me.
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